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Five optional ways of responding when a serious problem comes into your life:

1. Figure out how to solve the problem.
2. Change how you feel about the problem.
3. Accept it.
4. Stay miserable (no skill use).
5. Make things worse (act on your impulsive urges).

When you can’t solve the problem or change your emotions about the problem, try 
acceptance as a way to reduce your suffering.

Why Bother Accepting Reality?

Rejecting reality does not change reality.

Changing reality requires first accepting reality.

Rejecting reality turns pain into suffering.

Refusing to accept reality can keep you stuck in unhappiness, anger, shame, 
sadness, bitterness, or other painful emotions.

Radical Acceptance

RADICAL ACCEPTANCE is the skill of accepting the things you can’t change.

RADICAL = complete and total accepting in mind, heart, and body.

ACCEPTANCE = seeing reality for what it is, even if you don’t like it.

ACCEPTANCE can mean to acknowledge, recognize, endure, not give up or give 
in.

It’s when you stop fighting reality, stop throwing tantrums about reality, and let 
go of bitterness. It is the opposite of “Why me?” It is “Things are as they are.”

Life can be worth living, even with painful events in it.
 

(continued)
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Accepting Reality: Choices We Can Make (page 2 of 2)

List one important thing that you need to accept in your life now:  

 

 

List one less important thing you need to accept this week:  
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ACCEPTANCE is a choice. It is like coming to a “fork in the road.” You may have 
to turn your mind toward the ACCEPTANCE road and away from the REJECTING 
“Reality Road.”

First notice you are not accepting reality (anger, bitterness, “Why me?”)

Second, make an inner commitment to ACCEPT.

You may have to turn your mind over and over and over again.

Factors That Interfere with Acceptance

Beliefs get in the way: You believe that if you accept your painful situation, you 
will become weak and just give up (or give in), approve of reality, or accept a 
life of pain.

Emotions get in the way: Intense anger at the person or group that caused 
the painful event; unbearable sadness; guilt about your own behavior; shame 
regarding something about you; rage about the injustice of the world.

REMEMBER: ACCEPTANCE DOES NOT MEAN APPROVAL!
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Accepting Reality: Turning the Mind

Accepting
Reality
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Directions : Self-soothing is an important skills we can use wherever we are. It helps to pre-plan, 
and have some items available for when you experience uncomfortable/intense emotions or 
thoughts. Please fill in this chart with ideas of things you can use in the five sense categories. 
Before next skills class, try to use one idea in each location and see if it is helpful.

With
Self

At
Home
With

Others

At
School

At
Work

Other




